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TRANSPORT PROBLEMS IN SOUTH PACIFIC COUNTRIES:
A STUDY OF VANUATU

by

Sat Parkash'

1. INTRODUCTION

The transport system is crucial to a country's economic development. Not only does transport
constitute an essential service for carrying on day-to-day activities as it enables movement of human beings
and goods but all progress and development are closely inter-twined with transportation. Production is possible
and will expand only when the means of production -raw materials and labour can be moved and when the
transport facility is available to move the products to their destinations. Transportation cost is generally an
important element in the overall costs of production and to the extent transportation cost can be lowered and
the efficiency of transport improved, overall costs of production can be reduced and production increased.
Efficiency of transportation and minimization of transportation cost are important for all societies both the
developed and the developing but are of special importance for the latter in view of relatively greater scarcity
of resources and urgency of accelerating development.

Island countries in the South Pacific, small in size, with few inhabitants and located at long distances
from the rest of the world have peculiar transportation problems, with special features of their own. To provide
transport facilities to these islands requires large capital investment and large resources in human skills and
organization in relation to their populations. Since the scale of facilities required is small, benefits of large scale
economies can not be reaped and investments are difficult to justify in terms of financial or economic returns.
This constrains the ability to secure funding from external sources and to repay loans. The possib,ilities of raising
capital locally is also limited. It is extremely difficult to build transport infrastructure with borrowings obtained
in the open market, as for example from banks, on commercial terms. Thus, the process of transport
development is throttled under economic and financial pressures and takes the form of a vicious circle -transport
restricting economic development and being in turn constrained by financial and economic limitations.

The problems of these small countries can be broadly classified into the following three categories:

(a) finding funds for initial investment as well as for subsequent maintenance;

(b) finding manpower, building training facilities and developing required skills; and

(c) justifying investments in terms of returns by ensuring adequate utilization of capacities and by
injecting measures of efficiency in their operations.

Various problems, on maritime transport, civil aviation or road transport, have to be dealt with in terms
of these three broad dimensions. For instance, small island countries find difficult to manage funds to buy ships
or aeroplanes, to build seaports and airports, and to buy equipment to build roads in difficult terrain. Even if
initial funds become available, there is not enough resources to maintain these facilities, to pay for interest anddepreciation. 

There is the problem of finding necessary trained manpower first to build these facilities and then
to operate them efficiently. Training institutions are difficult to build and so also is sending sufficient number
of students abroad for training. Even after some students returned from receiving training abroad, they wish
to take advantage of their scarcity by demanding compensation which the public service might find difficult to
afford. Furthermore, there is the problem of finding sufficient utilisatiorl of the transport facilities in terms of traffic
demand in view of the small size of the countries and their limited purchasing power. Not many people can
afford to travel by air, there is not enough cargo to use the ships, and there are not enough vehicles to ply the
roads and to pay the road taxes. Thus, it becomes difficult to earn sufficient returns on the investments. Whether
it is airfares or cargo handling rates at the ports or bus fares in towns, they have to be set at high levels to earn
appropriate returns, which in turn discourages their usage.

This paper attempts to study some of the transport problems pertaining to different transport modes
in the Archipelago of Vanuatu, the directions in which solutions can be sought and the validity of these problems
and solutions for other similar small island countries in the South Pacific. The paper is not intended to provide
definite solutions to the problems; the aim, rather, is to try to identify the problems and to stimulate thinking on
possible solutions.

1 The author is Economic Advisor to the Ministry of Public works and Water Supply, Vanuatu. The views expressed in this

paper are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Government of Vanuatu.
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2. 

GEOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC FEATURES

All transport problems basically emanate from the advantages and disadvantages of geographic
location. And in moving freight and passengers from origin to destination. Before attempting to study the
transport problems of Vanuatu, it is useful to take a broad view of the geographic and economic features of the
country .

The Archipelago of Vanuatu comprises about 80 islands in a Y shape spread over a distance of 800
kilometres in the south-west Pacific. It is aligned in a north south direction between the latitudes 13°8 and 22°8
and longitudes 166°E and 172°E.

Before the country achieved independence in 1980 and became a Republic, it was ruled under an Anglo-
French Condominium and was known as New Hebrides. It is about 2,500 kilometres to the north-east of Sydney,
Australia, 2,000 kilometres north of Auckland, New Zealand. 400 kilometres north-east of New Caledonia and
800 kilometres west of Fiji. The country covered 450,000 square kilometres of sea within its 200 miles exclusive
economic zone.

The total land area is estimated at 12,190 square kilometres of which about 5,500 square kilometres or
45 per cent is considered arable land. Ten islands account for about 90 per cent of the land area, the two largest
among them being Espiritu Santo (4,150 square kilometres) and Malekula (2,053 square kilometres). The
population is estimated as 111,251 in the 1979 Census and is estimated to be about 140,000 in 1986 indicating
a population growth rate of about 3.4 per cent per year. Over 95 per cent of the population is Melanesian.

The isolation of the country from the rest of the world. the relatively long distances which separate it
from the neighbouring countries. the dispersal of the islands within the group. their small areas and population
all taken together give rise to formidable transport problems.

About 20 per cent of the population live in urban areas and the remaining 80 per cent in rural areas.
The two towns are Port Vila (1986 population 14,184) and Luganville (1986 population 5,183). Port Vila is the
capital of the country. While the overall density of population is about 10 to 11 persons per square kilometres,
the density is much higher in the two urban areas. There has been a large migration of population from rural
to urban areas.

The Decentralisation Act of 1980 provided for the establishment of eleven local government council
regions in the country. They are: Banks/Torres, Ambae/Maewo, Santo/Malo, Malekula, Pentecost, Ambrym,
Paama, Epi, Shepherds, Efate and Tafea. The object is to promote decentralisation of authority from the national
government and to achieve greater social and economic development in the regions.

Agriculture is the mainstay of the economy with over 80 per cent of the country's work force engaged
in it -mainly subsistence in nature. There are also larger commercial plantations which form part of the
agricultural sector.

The agricultural sector accounts for about 95 per cent of domestic exports and about 27 per cent of
gross domestic product. The main products are copra, cocoa, coffee, pepper, beef and timber, copra being
by far the most important. While copra is produced in all regions, Santo/Malo and Malekula account for a major
proportion of total copra production. There is an abundance of forests but valuable trees are scattered, logging
is expensive and movement of timber for export presents a significant problem. There are plans to develop
industrial forestry plantations on some of the larger islands, which would be a source of foreign exchange
earnings.

In the absence of adequate road facilities in the islands, collection of cash crops at central points and
their movement to harvest is a difficult problem. Inadequacy of transportation facilities prevented the successful
implementation of extension activities. The aims of the government in diversification of agriculture requires
proper transport facilities.

There are very few industries, and manufacturing is mainly oriented towards import substitution in the
area of basic consumer goods. The small units that are there make use of imported raw materials and equipment.
It is the government's aim to promote industries based on local raw materials. In small island countries,
development of industries is constrained by a variety of problems including location of markets at long distances,
small local markets, non-availability of raw materials, lack of trained manpower and shortage of capital.

Commercial energy consumption in Vanuatu is entirely dependent on imported petroleum products.
The major consuming sectors are transport, which accounted for about 60 per cent of total consumption, and
power generation which accounts for about 30 per cent. The major non-commercial fuel was bio-mass (fuelwood
and agricultural residues such as coconut husks and shells) which account for about 80 per cent of non-
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commercial energy consumption. A ten year energy plan has been prepared and it is expected that more and
more indigenous energy resources will be exploited. The forestry programme will help to extend the supply
of renewable sources of energy but that again requires provision of access roads.

Vanuatu's imports currently surpass exports. In recent years there has been a severe decline in the
value of exports while the value of imports has remained more or less at the same level. In 1984, the value of
exports including re-exports was 4,638 MVT2 and imports 6,811 MVT. In 1987, the exports declined to 1,942
MVT while the imports stood at 7,638 MVT. The exports covered only a very limited range of commodities
including copra, cocoa, fish, beef and timber. Copra accounted for about 70 per cent of the exports in value
in 1985. Import~, on the other hand, cover a variety of goods including food and beverages, machines and
transport equipment, manufactured goods, mineral fuels and chemicals. A portion of the imports was re-
exported including marine and aviation fuels and frozen fish.

With heavy dependence on imports and a small amount of exports, the country is heavily dependent
on foreign ships for transport. For exports, the outer islands of Vanuatu are mainly dependent on Port Vila and
Luganville. With gradual expansion of containerisation, the number of overseas ships call only at there two ports.
The need to provide sufficient inter island shipping and feeder services has increased and especially to remote
and distant islands.

Vanuatu has an excellent potential for tourism with its scenic beauty, tranquillity, pollution free natural
environment, fine beaches and tourism resorts. In terms of foreign exchange earnings, tourism ranks second
to agriculture. It is a significant source of government revenue and of private sector employment in the urban
areas. At present, tourists come mainly from Australia, New Caledonia and New Zealand. Cruise ship
passengers are another feature of the tourist sector. Cruise ship passengers normally stay for one day only,
while visitors by air stay for about ten days on average.

For various reasons, there has been a decline in the number of tourists visiting Vanuatu in recent years
and currently hotel occupancy is low. The number of visitors to Vanuatu by air declined from 32,374 in 1983
to 17,515 in 1986. Air fares to Vanuatu are high and act as a constraint on tourism. The problem of convenient
air connections to Japan and United States of America is a problem common to most South Pacific island
countries. Until 1987, the Bauerfield airport at Port Vila had capacity restrictions for B-737 aeroplanes. The
runway has now been improved and there are further proposals to extend it to enable not only B-737 but also
B- 767 aircraft. There is a significant potential for developing tourism in Santo but to exploit it, appropriately there
is need for the development of the Pekoa Airport and other infrastructure, and provision of suitable air
connections.

The geographic and economic features of Vanuatu underline the heavy dependence of the islands on
satisfactory inter island shipping and suitable road links to connect population settlements. Self reliance and
the promotion of trade and tourism are the important goals of economic development plans. If copra which
is the main cash crop of the village communities is to be marketed, profitably shipping services should be
available not only between the bigger islands but also to the smaller, outer, remote and distant islands. It is
economic and administrative problems involved in the provision of such services which constitute the crux of
the transport problem for the majority of the people. It is equally important that the shipping services are available
at reasonable cost and are at the same time viable. It is also necessary to keep pace with technological
developments in the shipping field such as containerization and the size of ships.

Provision of roads in the islands is of equal importance to link settlements in the interior, to link areas
of agricultural production and to provide health and education services to the people. Air services are necessary
not only between the islands but also for providing links with the neighbouring countries like Australia and New
Zealand and with distant countries like Japan and United States of America. The airports are to be upgraded
to meet the requirements of jet aircraft like 8-737 and 8-767, to enable tourists to visit the country, in larger
number, and possibly by charging competitive air fares comparable to other tourist destinations.

It is necessary to take a co-ordinated and integrated view of the transport requirements. The various
elements in the transport system, harbours and ports, inter island and international shipping, airstrips and
airports, rural and urban roads have all to be developed in a suitably balanced and integrated manner.

3. 

ROADS AND ROAD TRANSPORT

Roads

In Vanuatu, roads are the only means of land transportation and a way to link village communities on
the islands with each other and with the coast. Air strips in turn help them to connect the islands with the outside
world.

2 MVT = Million Vatus; current exchange rate is 108 VT = 1 US$
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Although foot tracks serve many of these functions, roads are an important prerequisite for socio-
economic development.

The total road length in Vanuatu is estimated at 1689 kilometres with 977 kilometres of surfaced roads,
364 kilometres of earth roads and 348 kilometres of seasonal tracks. A total length of about 256 kilometres is
estimated to have been added during the period of the First Five Year Development Plan (1981-86). The road
density for the country as a whole was 0.14 km per square km of land area. While several developed countries
had a density of about 1 km per sq. km, among the developing countries in Africa and Latin America the density
was less than 0.1 km. Under development is generally association with low road density. Apart from overall
low road density in Vanuatu, there is considerable disparity in road density among different regions as shown
in Table 1. In a few of the islands, road density is far less than that in the country as a whole. The country needs
a substantial addition to the road network.

The Public Works Department (PWD) is responsible for construction and maintenance of major roads.
The Department maintains four workshops on the islands of Efate, Santo, Malekula and Tanna. It also has mobile
teams for construction and maintenance of roads on the islands. The responsibility for roads other than major
roads is generally shared between the Department of Agriculture, local government councils and municipal
councils.

Table 1. Estimated Roads Inventory by LGC and Vehicle Registration 1986

LGC Area Land Area Pop. '000 Road Length Km/km2 KmlPopn No. of Vehs
[km2] 1986 1981 1988 1986 1986 1985

BanksfTorres 882 6.2 30 35 0.040 0.006 1
Ambae/Maewo 699 11.5 95 107 0.153 0.009 117
Santo/Malo 4 248 25.3 250 255 0.060 0.010 971
Malakula 2053 18.3 100 190 0.093 0.010 240
Pentecost 499 11.4 112 130 0.261 0.011 62
Ambrym 666 7.8 50 55 0.083 0.007 32
Paama 60 2.4 5 5 0.083 0.002 0
Epi 446 3.0 55 63 0.141 0.021 25
Shepherds 86 5.1 20 59 0.686 0.012 22
Efate 923 27.3 150 216 0.234 0.008 3 102
Tafea 1628 21.7 195 203 0.125 0.009 282

Total 12 190 140.2 1 062 1 318 0.108 0.009 4854

Source: Second National Development Plan (1987-1991), Vanuatu.

There has been a considerable demand for decentralisation of road construction and maintenance
activity by the local government councils. In principle, there would appear to be justification for doing so. That
would satisfy the legitimate aspiration of the local government councils who wish to have an adequate share
in the administration. They are also expected to have a better appreciation of local needs and priorities. A

suitable measure of decentralisation would enable the PWD to concentrate more on the development and
upgrading of the major road network. The local government councils, however, suffer from lack of adequate
financial resources and also technical capability for undertaking road construction and maintenance work.
Devolution of financial resources to the local government councils and equipping them with sufficient sources
of revenue is an area which goes beyond the scope of this study, but there is no doubt that provision of sufficient
funds is a basic requirement. They should also seek to build minimum necessary technical capability. Even
if road works are carried out through private contractors, local government councils should have the capability
to invite and screen tenders, monitor the works and ensure that financial and work targets are adhered to.

The cost of road construction in different islands varies according to the terrain, rainfall and soil
conditions, availability of local materials and requirement of bridges. The cost of construction of earth roads
was about 1 to 1.5 MVT per kilometre and of all weather gravel or coral surfaced roads about 2 to 3.4 MVT per
kilometre. Sealing required an additional 2.5 MVT per kilometre. At present, no detailed inventory of roads in
the islands is available. No long term road plan is available to identify and list long term road requirements in
accordance with socio economic needs and priorities. Studies are in progress to fill some of the gaps in the
transport data and to prepare a long term transport plan for the country.

Road maintenance is an area which is commonly accepted as vitally important and it is at the same
time, sadly neglected. The annual budgetary allocations for road maintenance fell far short of actual
requirements. That is unfortunately the position in most developing countries. Road maintenance is in fact
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even more important than building new roads. Neglect of road maintenance means deterioration and eventual
disappearance of an existing road. Lack of proper road maintenance gives rise to following additional costs:

(a) If road maintenance is neglected over years, the requirement of maintenance expenditure will
increase and eventually much heavier expenditure will by incurred to repair and improve the roads
and restore them;

(b) Damage to road vehicles and additional expenditure on vehicles and spare parts which requires
foreign exchange;

(c) Relatively higher operating costs of vehicles;

(d) Loss of travelling time for passengers in addition to discomfort and inconvenience in travelling and
loss of transit time for goods.

Neglect of road maintenance generally results from

(a) inadequate budgetary allocations for road maintenance

(b) non-availability of funds for road maintenance from external donors

(c) tendency to give a higher priority to construction of new roads over maintenance of existing roads
since the former created a better impression on the public

(d) insufficient equipment and manpower.

Issues

The main problems which imped road programmes in the country can be identified as follows.

-Low density of population and difficult terrain

The terrain in the islands is hilly and rugged and it is expensive to build roads even of very simple
construction. Since the population settlements in the islands are small, the task of linking those settlements,
particularly through large tracts of difficult terrain, becomes a formidable task. The task of providing road building
equipment and machinery in distant islands is difficult and expensive. The total stock of equipment fall short
of requirement and securing spare parts presents a problem. Road construction is even more difficult in the
volcanic islands on the eastern side. Non-availability of suitable materials in certain volcanic islands further
compounds construction problems.

-Manpower for road building

Road building activity requires technical skills at different levels: design and construction engineers,
draughtsmen, overseers, accountants etc. There is a general shortage of technical personnel due to only a very
small number of students wanting to enter engineering and technical education and insufficient education
opportunities. There seems to be a need to give special incentives to students in these fields.

-Lack of financial resources

A major problem is the lack of financial resources required for taking up road building activity on the
scale required. New road construction is mainly funded through foreign aid donors and there are competing
claims for such assistance. Road projects, particularly small ones, are difficult to justify in terms of financial or
economic return. Even within the country, lower priority is at times given to road projects in comparison with
certain other sectors like health or education. It is not always appreciated that roads are an important
requirement even for implementation of schemes in other sectors.

In the country's own budgetary management, whenever economies are made, road activity is often
thought of as a first target. The effect of such cuts does not become very conspicuous to the general public
and does not easily create resentment or opposition (as would be in the case of schools or hospitals which affect
the public more directly). However, in course of time, the country has to pay a heavy price when either the roads
deteriorate to unmanageable proportions or disappear altogether.

-Lack of road planning

No well formulated long term road plans are available, identifying the projects in relation to needs, and
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laying down priorities. Road plans should form part of overall economic development plans since development
in various other areas such as agriculture, health and education depend on the availability of roads. In the
absence oT well conceived road projects, it becomes difficult to justify them and convince aid donors.

-Insufficient private sector capability

In small island countries with construction activity limited to small projects. There are insufficient private
contractors. Private contractors, even if available in the main towns, are less willing to carry out projects like
the construction of schools, roads and buildings in small and remote islands and, if they agree at all, demand
excessive prices. The Public works Department has its own limitations. To promote road building activity, it
is necessary that medium level contractors are available who have the necessary capability, skill and staff, to
undertake road building tasks and to make competitive bids.

Possible Solution

The following suggestions are offered to promote road development in small island countries suffering
from the various constraints outlined above.

-Inventory of existing facilities

An inventory of existing roads and bridges is a basic requirement for planning future development. Only
such an inventory enables identification of the existing deficiencies and can be used in making programmes
for future improvement. It should be the first activity.

-Long term plans

As stated earlier, it is necessary to have well formulated road plans. Roads serve a variety of purposes,
linking human settlements, connecting population centres with hospitals, schools, administrative centres,
harbours and airports, and providing connections to agricultural areas. Road plans should be drawn up on the
basis of well formulated priorities taking into account socio-economic needs. They should be properly integrated
so that maximum benefits can be secured by the people. Road plans have to be drawn up with a long term
perspective so that not only immediate needs but future requirements, based on overall projections of growth
are kept in view. The alignment of rural roads should benefit the maximum number of people. Such plans would
assist in a rational development of road infrastructure.

-Detailed short term plan

While long term road plans furnished broad outlines for the development of the road network, short term
road plans should be drawn up by regions in much greater detail, giving costs and conforming to technical
standards. As part of those plans. roads of different categories, major and feeder, and bridges should be suitably'
integrated and the widths and standards should be specified. Initially roads might be built to more modest
standards (earth roads), to be upgraded to coral roads or paved roads at a later stage as the traffic increases.

-Importance of road maintenance

Maintenance is even more important than construction. Neglect of existing roads in relation to new road
construction meant allowing the existing assets to go to waste while seeking to build new ones. It is therefore
necessary to elaborate a programme of road maintenance taking into account the existing status and to work
out the financial implications. The maintenance requirements should be reviewed from time to time to gauge
the gap between what is needed and what is actually being done. If a proper analysis of maintenance
requirements is available, it may even be possible to elicit assistance from international aid agencies for the
maintenance programme.

-Decentralisation of road responsibilities

The present system of local government was introduced by the Decentralisation Act of 1980. Part I of
the schedule to the Act lists the duties of the local government s:;ouncils which are responsibility for inter alia
the location, construction and maintenance of bridges and roads except those which are the responsibility of
the Government or a municipality.

Apart from the legal position, there is a considerable advantage if the local government councils
participate in road construction and maintenance programmes. They provide closer contact with the local
population; have better understanding of local needs and greater involvement by the local public can be
secured.
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It is therefore important for the central government to help the local bodies build the necessary technical
and financial capabilities to take up road programmes particularly in respect of village and feeder roads.

-Organization of Public Works Department

Road development programmes cannot be implemented unless the Public Works Department is well
organized. has necessary manpower with planning capability. workshops and well maintained equipment. and
is cost conscious and has personnel with accountancy qualifications. It is most important to have cost effective
projects particularly when resources are so scarce. Even when the workshops are government owned and
funded. they ought to be managed as though they are private enterprises. and that their financial viability is
ensured. All works should be properly costed to ensure that outputs match inputs. Road programmes can be
implemented successfully only if these requirements are met.

-Role of the private sector

Much better results could be achieved if road construction and maintenance activities are shared with
private sector enterprise. Private contractors are capable of undertaking building activity. To ensure that proper
private sector contribution is available, it is necessary to provide them with appropriate incentives. They could
be helped in several ways such as by providing them with loan facilities, getting them suitable concessions in
international competitive bidding, helping them in the training of their personnel and ensuring that a steady flow
of work is available to them.

-Use of local materials

To economise on costs of road construction, local materials should be used to the maximum extent
possible and construction methods employed should be labour intensive as far as possible. Expensive and
sophisticated machinery should be used only when unavoidable and should be such that local personnel could
handle it. It should be repaired locally.

-Local contribution to roads

Road development programmes could go much further if they do not have to depend entirely on
government resources. Contributions by local people can help in achieving better results. Such local
participation would have a wider benefit in as much as it would help to build a feeling of self-reliance in the local
communities. Imaginative programmes need to be formulated to promote local contributions. It is necessary
at the same time to ensure that local efforts do not have any prejudicial effect on the efficiency and technical
quality of the works.

-Land ownership issues

In Vanuatu (as in some other island countries) land is the property of "custom owners", that is, villagers
or village communities. It is important to have an effective machinery to resolve land issues so that they do not
become an impediment to road programmes.

.Road Transport

According to the Second National Development Plan (1987 -1991). the total registered vehicle fleet in
Vanuatu in 1985 was 4,854 which represented about three vehicles per kilometre of road or one vehicle per 29
persons. The vehicle fleet included 2.402 cars, 1,205 utilities or landrovers, 98 trucks and the balance, tractors,
mini-buses and motor cycles. About 63.9 per cent of vehicles were concentrated in Efate and 20 per cent in
Santo/Malo where combined vehicle density was relatively high at one per 12.9 persons. They included a wide
range of vehicle types of which a large proportion were in poor condition and not well maintained.

Public passenger services are available in the urban centres of POI:t Vila and Luganville and are provided
by privately owned and operated mini-buses and taxis.

There are about 100 mini-buses in Port Vila. The buses are Japanese with 11 to 15 seats. Most of the
buses are now. The cost of a mini-bus is about 2.5 MVT which is considered to be high. The bus operators
find their own resources to buy a bus or borrow from commercial banks. No institutional finance seems to be
available to them. There are no time-tables for buses which run seven days a week. The fares are very high
compared to the average income levels of people. Notwithstanding the high level of fares. bus operation is not
considered a very profitable business. This can be attributed largely to low level of traffic and low occupancy
ratio.
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There are more than 100 taxis operating in Port Vila. The taxis change hands fairly frequently as the
owners do not find the business sufficiently profitable. Taxi operating is becoming less and less viable due to
increasing costs, lack of clientele and competition from buses. The garaging services and spare parts are very
expensive. There are not enough trained mechanics. Although the average age of vehicles operating as taxis
is about 3 years, several of them are not in good condition. They consume more fuel than necessary due to
poor maintenance.

Issues

Some points for consideration:

(a) It would be advantageous to limit the types of vehicles imported into the country. This would enable
better provision of spare parts and better maintenance;

(b) There should be better control on garages, and their competence needs to be improved;

(c) Over time, vehicular traffic in the towns, particularly in Port Vila is growing. Already there are signs
of congestion during peak hours. There is need for a review of regulatory procedures and for
improvement of signs on the roads;

(d) A review of financing facilities available for public service vehicles, buses and taxis, is required;

(e) Considering the uneconomic nature of bus operation and high fares. a review of operations seems
necessary. There needs to be better route planning and greater control on additions to the fleet.

(f) The licensing of bus drivers needs to be enforced and driving tests designed for them;

(g) The question of introducing a uniform colour for taxis should be considered. That would help to
prevent unlicensed vehicles operating as taxis and would help the tourists;

(h) The taxi stand needs to be better organized with availability of name cards and telephone numbers.
That could provided advertising for taxis and a convenience for tourists.

4. 

PORTS AND SHIPPING

Maritime Transport is of key importance for island countries. Inter-island trading activity and the
country's imports and exports depend on provision of satisfactory maritime ~ervices. The small island countries,
because of their locational handicaps and constraint of resources, suffer from several disadvantages in the
efficient organization of services. Small ports, small amounts of cargo and absence in several cases of their
own sea-going ships caused those countries to be placed in a severely disadvantaged position in international
shipping. Constraints of resources make it difficult for them to keep pace with technological developments, such
as containerisation.

Most of the small countries have only one or two international sea-ports for export and import and hence
feeder services have to be organized to link the smaller islands with the larger ports. That adds to the shipping
costs and consequently to the costs of imports and exports. The countries lack trained manpower and ship-
building and repair facilities and all those factors taken together weaken their position.

In the case of inter island shipping, the main problem is to provide regular and at the same time viable
services to distant and remote islands. In many cases ships are old and not suitable, thus increasing costs.
lack of funds prevents replacement of old and obsolete ships.

Efficient shipping services require suitable ports, harbours or at least landing jetties. Capital is required
to build facilities and capital is scarce. To attract capital from international donor agencies or from friendly
countries, it is necessary to establish the viability of the projects which in several cases is difficult, particularly
for small projects. It becomes difficult to build and upgrade facilities and even more difficult to maintain them.
In several cases, small harbours and jetties are not maintained and are in a state of disrepair. It is difficult for
the Government to raise revenue at the small harbours, and because of the small amount of cargo, the revenue
that can be collected is small. At times, to avoid having to pay user charges, boats prefer to use open beaches
rather than use specially constructed harbours.

Some of the salient features of the ports and shipping sector in Vanuatu are:
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Ports

Vanuatu has two deep-sea ports, Port Vila and Luganville. Since the northern islands enjoy a
predominant position in the production of copra, about 75 per cent of copra production is exported through
Santo port. Port Vila accounts for about 65 to 70 per cent of the country's imports and about 35 to 40 per cent
of total exports. For the country as a whole, imports exceeded exports; in 1985, imports amounted to 67,359
tonnes and exports to 56,454 tonnes. There has been an increase in containerization in recent years. At Port
Vila during 1985, 1,537 containers were discharged and 1 ,242 loaded; the comparable figures for Luganville were
886 and 803 respectively.

The Port Vila deep water wharf together with the transit shed, open storage areas and port office building
was commissioned in 1972. There is a small back up wharf (Ardimani or Star wharf) which is used when the
international wharf is occupied. Adjacent to the international wharf, are facilities for tankers.

The main problem with the present wharf is its inability to handle heavy fork-lifts on the wharf surface
which results in slowing down loading and discharging rates, and shortage of space to stow large containers.

The main wharf at Santo, constructed in 1955 is 140 metres long, and as mentioned before is vital for
the country's export of copra. The existing wharf is nearing the end of its economic life and is vulnerable toearthquakes. 

The problems of development of Vila and Santo ports was examined in 1984. The report
recommended construction of a new wharf at Santo. The project has been formulated and is under
implementation with assistance from the Asian Development Bank.

At Vila, the report recommended that in the initial stages, the existing 50 metre wharf should be upgraded
and a new 40 metre exteASion constructed. It has been further recommended to develop the Star wharf. The
project involves some reclamation. A new copra shed is to be part of the initial development. Some issues
relating to the development of land remain to be resolved.

The management of ports in the country is the responsibility of the Ports and Marine Department which
is mainly responsible for collection of port dues, enforcement of marine regulations, operation of government
vessels, running the Marine School, and maintaining navigational aids.

In addition to the two international ports, there are 19 inter island harbours in the country. Six new
harbours are being constructed with assistance from the Asian Development Bank and two with assistance from
Japan. As a matter of policy, it is proposed that local government councils should be responsible for their
maintenance. At present, however several are in a dilapidated condition. Their proper upkeep and maintenance
is a major problem since finance is a constraint.

Inter island commercial shipping is essentially provided by the private sector. There are about 40
privately owned vessels operating at present each being 10 tonnes or more. Of those, about 10 have a capacity
of 100 tonnes or more. Most of the ships are engaged, in operating in the core area between Port Vila and Santo.
Anne Dunbar, in her study of Inter-Island Shipping in Vanuatu (1981), divided the islands into core, fringe and
outer areas and concluded that the fringe and outer areas suffered from infrequent and irregular shipping.

The Government has been making various efforts to resolve the problem of providing adequate shipping
service to the distant and remote islands. The main problem is one of reconciling the interests of ship-operators
who would operate to distant islands if they received sufficient cargo to manage viable operations with those
of shippers who could offer only small amounts of cargo, but had to have shipping services to handle their exports
and imports. Some time ago, the Government issued an order that licenses for ships belonging to the islands
south of Epi, that is the southern groups of islands, would be issued only if these ships visited the southern islands
once every four weeks and similarly licenses for ships based on the islands north of Paama, would be issued
if those ships visited the northern islands once every four weeks. The main problem however, is one of monitoring
activities and ensuring the viability of operations.

The Government owns about ten vessels with a total tonnage of more than 600 tonnes. Their basic role
is to provide service to various government departments such as Lands, Education, Public Works, Agriculture,
Health, and Local Government Councils. They are used for government touring, pilotage, tug service, etc.
Several of. these are more than 15 years old. Their operations are largely for public service and their annual
expenditure far exceeds the revenue earned by them, particularly if interest on capital and depreciation are
considered. The problem is to find resources forthe replacement of obsolete vessels and to minimise the losses
incurred by them.

There is a Vanuatu Marine School for training of marine personnel. The level of training in the school
is however, rather elementary. Training facilities for ni-Vanuatus (Vanuatu nationals) are also available in the
maritime schools in Fiji, Solomon Islands and Papua New Guinea. Practical training is sought on overseas
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vessels. It is necessary to provide for more adequate training facilities to match expanding requirements,
particularly for persons seeking sea-faring careers in the private sector.

Cargo ships handled by about 16 international shipping companies visited Vanuatu in 1986. Four
companies operative cruise ships. According to the Second National Development Plan (1987-1991), the
number of annual calls into Port Vila increased from 45 in 1982 to 55 in 1986.

Marine Legislation

Vanuatu has a system of open registry for foreign-going ships belonging to foreign countries or foreign
nationals. The arrangement is subject to the Maritime Act No.8 of 1981. The latest United Nations Convention
on conditions for Registration of Ships requires that there should be a link between a ship and a flag of the flag
state. There is a need for a review of the present system in the light of this Convention.

The registration of inter island ships, it is governed by various laws and regulations formulated before
independence. The need for replacing these by concise and practical legislation has been recognised.
Legislation is needed to cover all aspects relating to control of shipping in Vanuatu waters including in particular
manning and safety. The matter is under review by the Government.

Issues

Some of the major issues bearing on the development of shipping and ports in Vanuatu are:

-Meeting shipping requirements of distant islands

A major problem is to ensure that the essential shipping requirements of distant and remote islands.
Excessive regulation and control on the operations of shipping services might adversely affect their viability and
act as a discouragement while in the absence of regulation, there would be a tendency for these services to
concentrate, on the more profitable routes. A first requirement for dealing with the problem is to have essential
information about the pattern of inter island shipping, the extent to which there is unsatisfied demand and the
amount of surplus capacity, if any. Such information is not now available;

A scheme of cargo collection and storage at central points for onward transmission to destination could
be considered. It might be necessary to work out an integrated system of transportation;

(b) Licensing of new ships

It was a legitimate aspiration of small island countries that local people should have opportunities to
operate inter-island shipping. Shipping is not only the most important means of transport in the archipelago
but also a source of employment and a means of earning a livelihood.

Suitable criteria should be evolved for the purpose of granting new shipping licenses. The criteria should
include the size and type of vessels, the age, physical condition and the remaining economic life, the ship's
proposed route and its financial viability. An appropriately constituted inter-Ministerial Committee could help
in taking decisions about ship licensing, taking into consideration all relevant factors;

(c) Financial viability of inter island shipping

It is important not only that the route pattern should conform to the national requirements but also that
ship operation is financially viable. If the ship owners incur losses and are not able to maintain the ships properly,
it will be a national economic loss. It has been observed that in several cases, shipowners did not have basic
knowledge about the economics of shipping and lack working capital. It is necessary that the prospective
shipowners should try to consider carefully and study the viability of proposed ship operations, costs, availability
of cargo, likely earnings, etc.

Suitable measures need to be developed to help the local shipping industry. The Government with its
own financial problems cannot afford to subsidise the shipping industry but suitable incentives could be
considered such as loan assistance on reasQnable terms and facilities for training of personnel.

(d) Shipping Technology

It is necessary to examine what type of shipping technology would meet the requirements of island
countries in the optimum manner. There is need to employ fuel saving devices to contain costs of operation.

(e) Ship building and repair facilities
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Small countries with small fleets find it expensive to develop facilities for building and repairing ships.

To import ships requires considerable foreign exchange. With regard to repair facilities the island
countries face another problem. Even when repair and dry docking facilities are available on one island in acountry, 

moving the ships from another distant island is time consuming and expensive. The available options
require to be carefully studied. For developing a ship building facility, a regional approach could be considered.

(f) Training Facilities

Training is an essential part of the development of maritime services. In several South Pacific Islands,
marine training facilities are deficient. Where there are marine training schools, they are not up to standard and
certification procedures are not satisfactory. It is necessary to have training facilities not only in shipping
operations but also for overall port and shipping programmes for all levels of management and labour is of
paramount importance. This would yield substantial benefits in improved performance and productivity.

(g) Provision of harbours and landing jetties

There is a lack of port infrastructure in the outer islands. But construction of harbours and jetties require
substantial investment. Meeting the needs for landing facilities within the constraint of resources is a difficult
exercise and priorities require to be drawn up carefully. The harbours must be suitably linked by roads to theirhinterlands, 

and an integrated plan of development must be devised. Consideration should be given to
introducing ships or barges that could berth on the beaches, in shallow water, without the need for a properwharf. 

That would help save resources;

(h) Maintenance of harbours and jetties

Maintenance of existing harbours and jetties is as important as building new ones (as in the case of
roads). A careful assessment needs to be made of the present status of the harbours and jetties (including the
extent of their utilisation), a programme for improvement and maintenance needs to be drawn up and resourcesfound.

(i) Prioritisation in port development

Development of maritime transport requires investment of many types of extension and construction
of ports and jetties. landing jetties, dredging, improving oil terminals, building lighthouses and navigational aids,
acquiring ships and boats, etc. It is necessary to develop suitable guidelines that will help in determining
priorities. Some relationship needs to be established between revenues and expenditure and governmental
subsidies ought to be reduced to a minimum.

G) Reorganization of port administration

The question of whether port and marine administrations should be converted into autonomous port
authorities needs careful consideration. There are both advantages and disadvantages. There is merit in port
administrations functioning independently of day-to-day Government interference and managing their finances.However, 

independent authorities in small systems could be top-heavy and costly. There is no doubt that the
ports should function on commercial lines and should have financial accountability. There should be no
Government subsidy of port and marine services.

(k) Statistics and Information

To be able to take appropriate policy measures for development and regulation of shipping, it is
necessary to have detailed information about the operation of inter-island shipping services in the country, their
routing pattern, the cargoes they carry, the frequency of their operations to different islands, their costs and
earnings, sources of finance, the demands for shipping services in different islands, etc. That data is not available
at present. Much of the information is required to be collected from private shipping companies who need to
be pursuaded to divulge information. Such information is a basic requirement for future planning.

5. 

AIR TRANSPORT

In the island countries with their special geographical characteristics, air transport has a significant roleto 
play. Air transport though more expensive than other modes of transport offers fast transit of passengers

and goods, and savings in time which could not be matched by sea transport. Air transport also has a special
role in tourism which is important for the economies of small island countries.
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As is the case with sea transport, small countries also suffer from disadvantages in the field of air
transport. Small populations, limited economic capacity and low per capita income put constraints on the
operation of viable air services on inter island routes and the need for utmost economy and efficient planning
becomes imperative. Air services on international routes demand expensive infrastructure, and because of short
distances, low volumes of traffic and lack of resources, the most modern and appropriate technologies canriot
be used, and fares and freight charges to the island countries turn out to be relatively high, discouraging air
travel. There is also the element of competition from larger international airlines. The main thrust in air transport
planning for the countries has to be in overcoming those constraints in a viable manner.

Vanuatu has two international airports. They are Bauerfield International Airport at Port Vila (with a
runway of 2,OOOm) and Pekoa Airport at Luganville, Santo also with a runway of 7,000 m.). However the run-
way is narrower with a lower pavement strength. A third aerodrome Burtonfield Airport at Lenakel, Tanna is a
designated international aerodrome and was licensed to operate aircraft up to Twin Otter class with the prior
permission of the Minister responsible for Civil Aviation.

Prior to 1987, Bauerfield Airport was licensed to operate aircraft up to B-737 standard. During 1987,
B-727 operations were introduced and runway strengthening was completed. In view of the growing world wide
and regional role of B- 767 aircraft, the need for further developing the airport to enable it to handle operations
by B- 767 aircraft was recognised. Measures are under consideration to develop the airport together with the
terminal building, with assistance from Australia and Japan. The terminal building constructed in 1982 does not
meet all the essential requirements.

Pekoa Airport is located about 5 kms from Luganville and used mainly by small aircraft. This airport,
is located at a good site with clear approaches. Pavement strength does not allow regular operation of aircraft
with a gross operating weight of more than 20 tonnes.

.Santo is the largest island in the country and is Vanuatu's main copra producing region and is also the
centre of the country's cattle industry. There is a limited amount of cocoa and coffee production. The population
of the country is concentrated in the northern half of the Islands for whom Luganville is the nearest commercial
centre. Santo has a good potential for tourism development. There are fine beaches, many spots of natural
beauty and a number of World War II relics of interest to tourists.

Considering the context in which Santo is located, it is considered to have a potential for being
developed as the second major international airport. There is enough space available and terrain is not a
problem. There is a proposal under consideration to have a techno-economic feasibility study of developing
Pekoa airport for handling wide-bodied jet aircraft and to have an integrated development of tourism.

There are 26 domestic airstrips (in addition to the international airports) which handle domestic traffic.
These are predominantly grass strips varying in length from 70m to 100m. A number of present airstrips are
in a state of disrepair and need reconstruction and upgrading. There is also an urgent need to build new domestic
airstrips to improve accessibility to the outer islands. In considering improvement and upgrading of the existing
airstrips, it is necessary to take into account factors like the operational safety and maintenance of regular
services, present condition, utilization and the population in the hinterland. It is also necessary to improve
approach roads to the airstrips. '

The following table showed the international passenger arrivals by air in recent years.

Passenger arrivals by air

Year No. of Passengers

1982 37,878
1983 39,155
1984 38,460
1985 31,415
1986 23,502
1987 21,511

Air Vanuatu was established soon after independence and started operating air services between Port
Vila and Sydney in September 1981. Its major shareholder was the Vanuatu government with 60 per cent
shareholding, the remaining 40 per cent was owned by Ansett Transport Industries (AT) of Australia. The
company did not own any aircraft and Ansett provided commercial services under the name "Air Vanuatu".
The management agreement between Ansett and Air Vanuatu terminated early in 1986 as in the Government's
view the agreement had not been properly adhered to. Air Vanuatu ceased operating at the end of March 1986.
Air Vanuatu has recently been re-activated.
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In addition, air services to Vanuatu are at present provided by five other airlines including Air Caledonia,
Air Pacific, Air Nauru, ANG SIA and Ansett and there are at least 17 international flights a week to and from
Vanuatu. Efforts are being made to increase the frequency of flights and to provide better connections to Japan
and United States of America.

Internal air services are provided by Air Melanesia and Dovair.
airfields, the air services to the outer islands are expected to improve.

With the improvement of domestic

Civil Aviation Department

The responsibility for management of civil aviation is under the Civil Aviation Department. Some of the
important functions of the Department relate to air traffic control, airports and airstrips, supervision of airlines,
commercial aspects of international and domestic aerodromes, etc. At present, revenues generated by civil
aviation services form part of the general budget. Suggestions have been made that the Civil Aviation
Department should have a separate budget and it should be able to use the resources generated by it for its
own activities. In other words, an element of independent financial accounting and management might be
introduced in its functioning. This is a matter which requires careful consideration taking into account the need
for vesting the Department with greater financial autonomy as well as having an impact on the general budget.

Issues

Some of the issues requiring consideration in the field of air transport are as follows:

(a) With the growing world wide and regional role of the larger B- 767 aircraft, it is imperative to develop
the country's principal Bauerfiled airport to handle it as soon as possible. This would promotetourism, 

which has witnessed a downturn recently,

(b) It is time to consider the development of Pekoa as the country's second major international airport.
The tourism and economic potential of the Santo region must be fully exploited for the country's
benefit;

(c) In the interest of promoting tourism, it is necessary to examine how the frequency of flights to and
from the country can be improved and be made more wide spread over different days of the week.
It is necessary to consider how connections to the United States of America and Japan could be

improved;

(d) It is recesory to improve movement of goods by air and also to reduce air freight costs;

(e) It is necessary to improve the domestic airfields infrastructure and to build new domestic airfields;

(f) It is of vital need to ensure better maintenance of domestic airfields, which should be carried out
on a regular basis. It should include regular mowing, cleaning of ditches to avoid surface water
standing on the airstrip durirlg and after rainfall, felling trees to enable use of runway's full length
and rolling of grass regularly;

The domestic aerodromes have to be adequately linked by road'to their hinterlands. The road
links to all aerodromes need to be carefully investigated;

The economics of domestic air services and of domestic airfields need to be examined, The fares
on domestic routes are considered to be high and need to be reviewed;

:'; The suitability of type of aircraft on domestic routes need to be studied, having regard to the
distances, the volumes of current and projected traffic and the limitations of the aerodromes;

0) The need for augmenting domestic air services, better utilization of aircraft and rationalisation of
routes have to be considered, The scope for better connections with international flights also need
to be reviewed;

(k) The question of providing greater financial autonomy to the Civil Aviation Department requires
consideration, The possibility of augmenting revenues from civil aviation needs to be examined;

(I) It might be desirable to conclude more bilateral air traffic agreements with other Pacific countries
to provide a greater scope to Air Vanuatu and to promote regional co-operation;

(m) Suitable manpower development programmes should be produced in the field of civil aviation to
achieve appropriate localization indifferent areas of civil aviation operation, administration and

management,

(g)

(h)

(iJ
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6. TRANSPORTATION AND CO-ORDINATION

In the light of the discussion in the preceding section, there are two aspects of transport which need
emphasis. One is the importance of all modes of transport for the economic development of the country. Proper
development, organization and maintenance of different transport modes, namely, road, sea and air are a
prerequisite for economic and socia! progress. The importance of the transport sector might also be gauged
from the fact that about one fourth of the public expenditure in the Second National Development Plan (1987-
1991) is devoted to this sector, second only to agriculture. The transport sector is also a major source of
employment. In fact in most developing countries, a significant proportion of total development expenditure
(at least 25 to 30 per cent is devoted to transport).

The other important aspect of transport is the complementarity of different modes of transport and hence
the need for co-ordination. Although road transport, shipping and ports, and air transport have their own
characteristics, areas of operation and management problems, yet on careful analysis it is seen that there is a
close underlying relationship between them. For instance, one important justification for building roads arose
from the need to link harbours and jetties, aerodromes and airstrips with the interior. Road development could
not be planned without taking into account the configuration and needs of seaports and airports. If there are
no road connections, cargo would not be able to move to and from ports, however good shipping and port
services may be. Likewise, for passengers and goods to reach airports, adequate road transport services are
needed. Airports lose much of their usefulness if they are not properly connected by road to the interior.

In some situations, there is also a certain amount of substitutability among different modes of transport.
In some islands. where the terrain is very rugged, and there is only one seaport, instead of trying to build road
links from all parts of the island to that one port, it might be more economical to build another port. Likewise.
in certain cases it may be more economical to build and maintain a second airport on an island than to build
and maintain roads across the island. It might be even justified to provide a small boat service along the coast
of the island to reach the airport rather than to build roads. There has also to be a certain amount of co-ordination
and uniformity in the principles 'governing the regulations, tariffs and managements of different transport
services.

Thus there are various areas in the transport field where planning and development can be made only
through close co-ordination among agencies responsible for different modes of transport, which have to be
viewed and planned in totality. There has to be an overall strategy for development.

In Australia, there is a Federal Bureau of Transport Economics which undertake research into all modes
of transport and reports directly to the Minister of Transport. The Bureau is responsible for "independent
economic research into Australian transport systems. Work is undertaken in such areas as applied economics,
engineering, systems analysis, sociology and other social or physical sciences".

Australia is a bigger country and the dimensions of the problems are greater but the basic nature of
issues and the need for taking a total and co-ordinated view of the transport system are the same every where.
It is essential that the transport problems are tackled in a rational and co-ordinated manner.

In Vanuatu, both the Second National Development Plan (1987-1991) as well as the Vanua-aku Pati
Platform (1987) referred to the importance of transport co-ordination at the national level. According to the latter
a suitable machinery for co-ordination and regulation of all modes of transport would be established with a view
to developing an efficient and well co-ordinated transport system in the country. At present, the responsibility
for the transport sector is divided among different Ministries. In that context, a suitable institutional machinery
with sufficient powers needs to be devised to co-ordinate the development of different modes of transport.
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II. FUEL-SAVING MEASURES AND INVESTMENT APPRAISAL ON ASEAN SHIPS

by

S. Das Sarma, Department of Marine Engineering, Singapore Polytechnic

Roland K H Tan, Department of Business Administration, Singapore Polytechnic

ABSTRACT

The paper dwells on the major recommendations made in a project sponsored by the United Nations.
ESCAP and conducted by a team of lecturers from the Marine Engineering & Business Administration
Departments of the Singapore Polytechnic.

The fuel saving measures discussed in the paper are for typical small dry cargo vessels common in the
ASEAN region. Recommendations. however would be applicable to for other types of vessels.

The paper outlines certain equipment and design changes to existing shipboard systems which
contribute to fuel economy. Some case studies have been made to examine the economic viability. The fuel
saving schemes were tested on a computer-based investment appraisal programme which evaluates project
feasibility using financial appraisal techniques. Results established could assist in decision-making and also in

prioritising projects.

Finally, a few attractive fuel saving recommendations are suggested, together with the need for certain
institutional support to improve on the existing knowledge that would be required to appreciate and monitor
the above efforts in fuel savings.

BACKGROUND

The United Nations sponsored project was in two parts, the first part was to evaluate the existing con-
ditions of the Asean fleet in terms of its main engines, equipment, ship type etc. and the second part was to
formulate ideas to facilitate fuel saving. Evaluation of each of the fuel saving measures in terms of cost were
also needed together with additional institutional support such as in training, that might be essential to realize
the gains that could be achieved.

The project was undertaken between February 1986 and April 1987. Six lecturers from the Marine En-
gineering and the Business Administration Departments, Singapore Polytechnic, were involved in the project.

PROFILE OF THE ASEAN SHIP

The first task for the project team was to select a particular ship type which was representative of the
ASEAN fleet. The ASEAN ship, was defined as one which was registered in any ASEAN country and with the
owner being a resident of ASEAN.

An ASEAN Ship Register computer model was developed by abstracting the relevant data from the
World Ship Register, available in the Singapore Polytechnic. The register allowed inquiry based on a primary
field such as ship name, principal owner, principal owner country, and year acquired. The general inquiry mode
permitted the user to list the builder, vessel type, classification, capacity etc. The output was also graphically
presented.

It was concluded from analysis using the above computer programme that the most common ship in
the ASEAN fleet was a dry cargo vessel between 1,000 dwt to 6,000 dead weight tons (dwt) capacity. This
became the major target group for the project.

EXISTING TECHNICAL SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

The initial computer analysis was further strengthened by field surveys carried out in Bangkok, Jakarta,
Kuala Lumpur, Manila and Singapore where indepth technical and operations data were collected and then
summarised and sorted, using a D-Base III structure. The most appropriate average vessel able to obtain
maximum advantage from the fuel saving recommendations in the ASEAN context was found to be about nine
years old. The evaluation of the existing technical systems and operations data helped in forming the following
additional inferences:
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(a) Engine type was dominantly medium speed for the lower dwt range. A 6-cylinder 2200 KW main
propulsion engine was a typical and popular engine specification;

(b) Main trade route was limited to ASEAN region;

(c) Ships of the above types were not generally Unmanned Machinery Space (UMS) class;

(d) Ships used conventional paint systems and sacrificial anodes for cathodic protection of the hull;

(e) Conventional 4-bladed propellers were used;

(f) Ships carry an average of 19 crew members and 9 officers; that however varied between countries;

(g) Manning was by nationals of the respective ASEAN countries;

(h) Records maintained on board indicated a need for better training and education of officers;

(i) Auxiliary power was derived using diesel generators and ships were not normally equipped with
turbogenerators or shaft generators;

U) Auxiliary boiler of 1000 kgm/hr capacity was used at a pressure of around 6 bars;

(k) Waste heat recovery was limited to the use of exhaust gas economiser only and usually no checks
were carried out on temperature of exhaust gas at the economiser outlet;

(I) Lubricating oils used in the engines were not usually put through periodic tests to evaluate
lubrication properties;

(m) There was a lack of proper instrumentation and monitoring devices for the key plant areas;

(n) Port stay period was almost the same as the full steaming time. That signified the importance of
in-port fuel management and hull & propeller anti-fouling measures;

(0) Cost of fuel consumption stood out as the most expensive of all other cost factors in vessel

operation;
Cost of heavy fuel oil,diesel oil & light oil together, was about three times more expensive than
the yearly maintenance cost and five times the manning cost.

(p) Bunker price varied considerably even within the ASEAN region and that may be of some
importance for ship operation.

AN OVERVIEW OF POSSIBLE FUEL SAVING MEASURES

Fuel saving possibilities were initially categorised into six distinct areas such as: reduction of ship
resistance, increment of propulsive efficiency, improvement in ship operating techniques, engine plant efficiency
improvement, fuel quality considerations and energy recovery systems and methods. Under each of these areas,
some of the practical possibilities were then considered.

1. Reduce ship resistance 1.1 reduce frictional resistance by lowering
.hull resistance

1.2 reduce residual resistance by improved
ship forms

2. Increase propulsive efficiency 2.1 decrease propeller revolutions Increase
propeller diameter

2.2 new stern forms

2.3 increase propeller efficiency

3. Improve ship operating techniques 3.1 economic steaming

3.2 navigation methods improvement
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4.1 equipment update & design changes
4. Engine plant efficiency improvement

4.2 improved maintenance & instrumentation

5.1 fuel quality, associated problems & recom-
mended measures

5. Fuel quality considerations 5.2 blended fuel use
5.3 uni-fuel application

6.1 waste heat recovery systems
6. Energy recovery systems and methods

6.2 turbocharger retrofitting

OUTLINE OF FUEL SAVING RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE ASEAN FLEET

From the overview, each of the fuel saving possibilities were considered and scrutinised in detail with
regard to a typical ASEAN vessel, the cost involved in the proposed changes, the available technology, the age
of the fleet, case studies on similar alterations etc. to reach a set of ideas and recommendations which were
outlined below:

1.1 Reduce frictional resistance by lowering .use of Self Polishing Co-polymor paint
hull resistance .under water cleaning of hull

2.2 Increase propeller efficiency -.modification of propeller
.under water propeller polishing

3.1 Economic steaming

3.2 Navigation system improvement .satellite navigation

.adopt autopilot system

4.1 Equipment update & design changes .slow speed engine modifications
.medium speed engine modifications

4.2 Improved maintenance & instrumentation. installation of condition monitoring equipment

5.1 Fuel quality, associated problems &
preventative measures

5.2 Blended fuel use .on-line blending
.ultrasonic dispersion
.Emulsification

5.3 Single fuel application

6. Energy recovery systems and methods .waste heat recovery

.turbocharger retrofitting

REVIEW OF RECOMMENDATIONS

.
Use of self-polishing co-polymer antifouling

Both fouling and roughness control was achieved by this system. The flow of water past the ship gen-
erated the polishing action and controlled leaching of biocide provided anti-fouling and polishing of the hull and
also permited a longer period between dockings.

A change-over from the conventional paint system would need good blasting of the underwater hull,
but the advantage of around six per cent fuel saving predicted, far outweighed the cost of conversion.

Underwater cleaning of hull

Underwater hull cleaning has suffered from a rather poor reputation and has only been used as a last
resort to clean up a badly fouled hull surface. There were still some conflicting views on that but the newer hull
polishing machines were more tolerant to the delicate paint surfaces on the hull. They maintain a minimum
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contact pressure on the hull, automatically lift-off the surface when stalled and were very much faster compared
to older versions. A certain manufacturer called it "Pamper" to indicate its versatility. Pampering of the hull
could be of some advantage, especially if the hull was observed to be getting fouled very rapidly.

Modification of old propeller

It became difficult at times, especially when a vessel was old, to maintain the relationship that existed
between the hull, the engines and the propeller. It might then be most economic to increase the propeller
revolutions by reducing the diameter and the effective pitch within the limits of the cavitation risk and the effect
on propeller efficiency. That could cost only half of what it would cost to change over to a brand new propeller.

Underwater propeller polishing

Occasional polishing of the propeller by a hand-held diver-operated polishing machine using a polishing
head made of flexible plastic abrasive material could be very beneficial. The vessels under consideration had
a very long port stay in tropical waters and fouling was very common under those conditions. At least a three
per cent fuel saving could be obtained, by keeping the propeller polished but the expertise of the diver and the
reputation of the contracted company would be important to achieve the projected advantage.

Using ship's crew to polish the propeller using sharp objects should not be permitted as the possible
damage to the blade would mean localised corrosion and loss in efficiency.

Economic steaming

Economic steaming, or the most economical speed at which a vessel should operate depended on the
trading conditions and under certain situations, a slow steaming strategy could be beneficial.

The basis of that line of thinking was derived from the following expressions:

Fuel consumption/day Q [:12/3 v3
and, Total voyage consumption Q V2 D
where,
[:I = ship displacement, V = ship speed & 0 = voyage distance.

The power demand increased in proportion to the cube of speed increment while the fuel consumption
was directly proportional to the power being developed. An optimum speed for the voyage which could be
maintained throughout the voyage would provide more gains and so, proper voyage planning would be
important.

Navigation Methods Improvement

Autopilot

To maintain optimum steering performance, changes in ship's dynamics and weather and sea
conditions which affected the steering behaviour of the ship required adjustments to the autopilot. These were
done manually in conventional autopilots. However there were autopilots when had, an advanced control system
which performed automatic adjustments when those changes occurred which provided good course keeping
for fuel efficiency. This was known as on adaptive autopilot.

Adaptive autopilot steering unit

The benefits of this system could be introduced to existing conventional autopilot systems with the in-
stallation of the adaptive autopilot steering unit".

Satellite navigators

Existing satellite systems offered an accuracy sufficient for safe navigation in the open sea. Position
accuracy of within 0.5 nautical miles for a vessel underway was considered very good in the open sea when
accuracy of between 2-5 n.ml was acceptable for the traditional celestial navigation methods. It was also not
uncommon to find vessels proceeding for days on dead reckoning (DR) position as cloudy or overcast skies
inhibited the taking of sights. In contrast, existing satellite systems provided a fix every 1/2 -4 hours. Another
benefit of satellite navigators included assisting the ship's officer to work out the great circle route within a very
short time and storing up to 30 waypoints.
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The greater accuracy of position fixing and the much shorter period between fixes should obviously gen-
erate fuel savings.

Global positioning system (GPS)

A more sophisticated satellite navigator was the GPS Navigator. And when GPS was fully operational,
eighteen GPS satellites circled the earth every twelve hours. The user could receive at least four satellite signalssimultaneously. 

With the four satellite signals, the GPS provided a worldwide, all weather and 24-hour coverage
for continuous position fixing

Slow speed engine modifications

(a) modification of fuel injection nozzles

Nozzle tip temperatures could be lowered using a "Flat Tip" nozzle which reduced carbon formation
thereby improving the combustion efficiency (Sulzer Engines);

(b) cutting out piston underside pumping effect

Fuel consumption could be reduced if underside pumping action could be cut off at higher loads. That
was achieved with the aid of a flap fitted in the air receiver. The scavenge air pressure in the receiver governed
the auto cut~in or cut-out of the piston underside effect (Sulzer);

(c) Variable injection timing for fuel pumps

The variable injection timing (VIT) for fuel pumps would assist in increasing the maximum pressure to
the maximum allowable value which would result in improved combustion and less consumption at part loads
(Sulzer);

(d) Shut-off dampers for turbochargers

One or two sets of exhaust gas and scavenge air dampers were incorporated which could be operatedautomatically 
(Sulzer, BurmeisterWain);

(e) Economyfuel pumps

Fuel pumps were modified with specially designed plungers to optimise consumption (Burmeister
Wain);

Medium speed engine modifications

(a) Fuel pump and injector nozzle modification

Significant part load improvement in consumption was possible using the new pump and injector (Piel-
stick) ;

(b) New engines

Substantial savings could be achieved by conversion of engines with improved features and also theadded 
ability to be able to burn inferior fuel (StorkWerkspoor);

(c) Derating of engines

Derating to reduce fuel consumption by enlarging the ratio of the engine's maximum pressure to mean
economic pressure (Pielstick).

Installation of condition monitoring equipment

The fuel cost could be reduced by as much as 10 to 16 % by predictive maintenance and condition
monitoring. The deterioration of fuel quality, increased thermal and mechanical loading on engines, reduction
in manning level and business competition had further contributed to the need for predictive maintenance.
Certain engine and plant parameters needed to be monitored and kept under close surveillance to achieve the
fuel saving and other objectives stated earlier and to do that, installation of shaft power meter,MIP calculator
and fuel consumption meter would be essential.
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Fuel quality, associated problems & preventive measures

Poor quality fuel created a number of problems and to achieve best efficiency and safeguard the plant
from deterioration, a planned maintenance system needed to be introduced. That would include;

(a) regular fuel analysis and evaluation;

(b) proper mechanical pre-treatment in terms of fuel handling and treatment equipment such as
settling tanks, centrifuges and filters;

(c) appropriate addition of chemical additives such as fuel sludge conditioner, combustion catalyst,
deposit modifier and soot remover catalyst;

(d) advanced monitoring equipment for monitoring fuel consumption, ring wear, cylinder pressure vs
crank angle, injection pressure, shaft horse power, vessel speed, etc.

On-line blending

Blending of heavy fuel oil with lighter marine diesel oil made it possible to use a cheaper grade of oil
for combustion in generator engines on board. That increased maintenance cost and operational complexity,
and was not recommended in view of the other available technology:

Ultrasonic dispersion (marisave)

In that method, an ultrasonic cavitation effect dispersed the solid particles in oil to less than 5 microns
in size and a very efficient combustion was possible using heavy fuel oil even in medium speed generatorengines.

Certain alterations in the piping layout would be necessary, but evidence of fuel saving outcome using
'Marisave" was available.

Emulsification

Adding of water to fuel oil for combustion had showed promising results with three to five per cent fuel
saving. It also gave a cleaner exhaust, reduced maintenance and produced lower nitrous oxide emissions.

Commercial application for main engine combustion still remained only a possibility.

Single fuel application

The unifuel concept implied that the vessel would only use heavy fuel oil as the all-purpose fuel on board.
That needed arrangement for fuel heating, pressurised fuel ring main, modified engine components.

That concept might not be very useful for the purpose and scope of the project.

Waste heat recovery systems

Increased use of turbo generators to produce electrical power was suggested as that seemed to be
the cheapest way to generate electrical power and might contribute to substantial savings.

There were many sophisticated ways to recover heat from exhaust gas emitted by the main engines.
but most of the possibilities that were available would cost considerably more due to the system and equip-
ment changes that would be necessary.

Turbocharger retrofitting

The latest Brown Boveri Co. turbochargers were far more efficient (70 %) and could improve on the
SFC considerably. They also reduced the thermal load, increased power output and gave improved perform-
ance at part load operation.

A retrofitting or modification was not only possible, but strongly recommended as supported by results
from the case studies.
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Computer based fuel saving investment appraisal

In the context of the paper, ship modification was used broadly to include any alternation or
improvement to the ship and its machinery or an addition in equipment and instrumentation. Such modifications
would usually commit the shipowner to a capital investment which could range from a relatively small amount
with no cost to ship's time, to a high figure which might include the cost of ship's time. The investment was
considered worthwhile if the cost of conversion was outweighed by total savings generated.

The computation of costs and benefits could be complex. Investments were usually not financed totally
by equity capital and might require loans with terms which varied over time, among the sources of funds available,
the amount of loan, loan repayment period and the shipowner's credit-worthiness, reliability and reputation.
Savings from the investment fluctuated as a consequence or fuel price changes. Further, costs and savings
occurred over different time periods and for comparisons to be accurately made, the amounts should be
discounted to present value terms.

The Fuel-saving investment appraisal (FIA) Programme was developed to assess the viability of projects
by comparing the costs and savings generated in an investment. Financial appraisal techniques were used to
generate results which could be used as an aid in decision-making. Those results could also be used to rate
projects in order of priority.

Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis was a built-in feature of the programme. The net present value and internal rate of
return were tested with a 5%, 10% and 15% increment/reduction of the inputed values for fuel cost, interest rate
and discount rate. They were also tested with 0-100% loan amounts.

Costs and benefits

The cost of modifications would have to be compared with the savings generated. Modifications in-
troduced for the purpose of achieving greater fuel efficiency would commit the shipowner to a capital invest-
ment which might comprise both equity capital and loan. There might also be other costs associated which
related to:

(a) loss of earnings while modification took place;
(b) vessel's capital cost during the modification period; and,
(c) increased maintenance cost as a result of the modification.

On the other would there were savings brought about by the reduction of fuel consumption and other
savings (see fig 10).
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Reduction of fuel consumption per year could be determined from the amount of fuel saved when the
vessel was at sea. In the analyses, sailing time of 150 days and 172 days were used for vessels 1000-6000 dwt
and over 10000 dwt respectively. These represented only 43% and 49% of time vessels spend at sea (using
number of operating days = 350).

Other savings might be those derived from a reduction in crew size or in maintenance costs. It might
also include savings in fuel cost as a result of modifications that permitted the use of a lower grade fuel. An
interesting point was that under that heading, the computer programme also accepted extra contributions by
way of freight earned. (See Appendix I).

If cost of modification was outweighed by the total savings generated, then the investment would be
worthwhile. The process of calculation was however not as simple as it sounded and in the attempt to compare
costs versus savings, there were many factors to be considered. Fuel price fluctuated, loan repayments were
spread over a period of time and benefits accrued to the investment were, hopefully, reaped over the life of the
modification. It was therefore essential to work out all figures at their present values in order to arrive at an answer
with a reasonable level of accuracy.

Financial appraisal of projects

Three methods of investment appraisal were introduced in the evaluation of suggested modifications
for fuel efficient operation:

(a) the discounted payback;
(b) the net present val ue (N PV); and
(c) the internal rate of return (IRR). (See Appendix 2)

Allowance for the time value of money was achieved by discounting cash flows.

The NPV method was extended to provide the cost-benefit ratio which was useful in rating the projects
according to priority.

Satellite navigator

As the investment was relatively minor, it was assumed that no loan would be required. The programme
would appraise that case from the fuel savings point of view. Installing the satellite navigator on the vessel of
15 Ton fuel oil consumption per day paid off within five years.

For a larger vessel with a consumption of 60T, payback was within one year.

Results of the computer simulation on the introduction of a conventional satellite navigator (JLE-3850)
and a GPS (JLR-4000) on vessels of varying fuel consumption were shown graphically to project the payback
period (fig 12). Although it appeared that the GPS might not be feasible for the smaller ships, the larger and
more sophisticated ship might benefit, as was confirmed by the converging curves.

SATELLITE NAVIGATOR.
7 "

.

!~
"'- AI* Case Study 3.2 (3.1)

01** Case Study 3.2 (3.2)

, Note @ 100% equity capital, O.F. = 10 % Fuel Price Price =

'0 m to 1V US$86/T Vessel spends 172 days at sea with 80 %
~_.. -M Sat Nav utilisation Savings in fuel assumed at 0.5 %

0 JL(--se~ .J"'-~ (oro) (JLE-3850) 0.7% (JLR-4000)

Fig 12: Payback on satellite navigator (various ships)
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Engine Plant Efficiency Improvement

Most projects identified gave a quick return with payback within a year. Whether at 50% or 90% load,
the modification of exhaust damper control and fuel injection nozzle gave a payback within one year. The best
project to undertake in this category in terms of its benefits to the sum invested was item 4 (6) Installation of
MIP calculator, shaft power meter, fuel oil flow meter. Its benefit-cost ratio was 9.0.

Re-engining was not viable on account of high capital cost and the low daily fuel consumption of the
vessel. Re-engining might be more appropriate for large vessels.

Item 5.1 Fuel quality considerations

The project on conversion of Oaihatsu gave a payback shown graphically, at just beyond four year. As
a different quality fuel was used, the input was keyed as a saving of 600T MOO at US$150 per ton and cost per
annum at US$(700 x 86 + 2,440) = US$62,640.

Item 6.2 Energy recovery systems

The modification of turbocharger by changing the rotor, nozzle ring and diffuser generated a 3.9% fuel
savings in the case study. From its benefit -cost ratio of 18.27, that project was highly recommended as it had
the highest savings in relation to the cost associated with the modification. With US$15,000 committed to the
project, 402 tons of fuel was saved resulting in a payback of within a year at the fuel price of US$86 per ton.

PRIORITISING OF PROJECTS

The cost-benefit ratio could be very useful when projects needed to be prioritised and that was often
the case. Capital rationing came about as a company would usually set a budget for its modification programme.
Assuming that all the ships in the case studies belonged to a single company by using the benefit-cost ratios.
the company could rank its projects until the total cost came close to its budgeted figure, as could be seen in
figure 13.

1988 Budget for Modification Projects: $275000
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The approach in prioritising projects by using the cost-benefit ratios should only be used as a guide.
Other factors should also be considered in the decision-making process. A number of project which could be
undertaken instead of a more expensive project, but have cost-benefit ratios which were slightly below that of
the latter's might be more worthwhile. The risk involved in not getting the expected savings, which could
sometimes be external such as port delays resulting in lesser voyages per year, could be spread. Another
consideration was that it might be more worthwhile to have modifications turned out over several vessels rather
than concentrating all of them in the same vessel.

Ranking of projects by the benefit-cost ratios

Ranking decisions using different appraisal methods might turn out differently. As with the NPV it might
also change with different discount rate used. When using the NPV method, the size of the NPV surplus was
not related to the amount of capital invested to earn that surplus. That was well when there was no capital
rationing but access to funds for modification projects was usually limited and it was only appropriate to ration
the available funds on the most profitable projects. To compare the relative profitability of projects, it was
possible to go further on the NPV method and calculate the profitability index or the (discounted) benefit-cost
ratio.
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Any project was viable when its cost-benefit ratio exceeded one, but the relative profitability to other
projects was measured by the size of the ratio.

Analysis of results

Table 1 gave the cost and savings of the various recommendations that were simulated in the computer
programme. Results of the case studies generated were summarised in Table 2. Except items 4 (4) and 4 (5),
all projects were viable as denoted by their positive NPVs. In fact several of the projects had payback periods
within the first year of modification.

Despite a five% reduction in fuel consumption, the re-engining from 9 FCHD 240 to 6 FHD 240 in item
4 (4) was not viable as it was done on a small vessel which consumed only 5.7 Tons fuel per day. On the other
hand, the total cost of conversion came to a fairly large amount. The case for re-engining might perhaps be
viable for a much larger vessel.

Item 1. 1 Reduce ship resistance

The conversion from conventional to Self Polishing Co-polymer to reduce ship resistance was appraised
in two ways, namely:

(a) to check the viability of the conversion to SPC itself which would last 2 years; and,

(b) to include maintaining the hull with the improved method every two years for the effect of a reduced
ship resistance to remain effective.

The project was worthwhile with payback very close to year one. No loan was taken as it was unlikely
that banks would provide a loan for that process.

Item 2.3 (1) Underwaterpropellerpolishing

Underwater propeller polishing carried out twice a year, cost US$2,500 and was appraised without any
loan. While it might be reasonable to expect its desired effect on an improvement in fuel consumption to last
for up to a year or the next dry-docking, a decrease in performance might occur sooner. That might be due
to factors like a prolonged stay at the anchorage and in a locality susceptible to marine growth. For that reason,
additional polishings were introduced in the second year of appraisal.

The project was viable with a payback within one year.

Item 3.2 Navigation methods improvement

Autopilots

Case study Item 3.2 (1) conversion to adaptive autopilot involved converting the ship's autopilot system
by installing an adaptive autopilot. The vessel's fuel consumption per day was 8S.STons. Payback was within
two years. Sensitivity analysis showed that even if fuel price was 10% lower, the IRR remained high at SS%.
The installation of the adaptive autopilot steering unit on the vessel with a daily fuel consumption of 20T ons gave
a saving of 34Tons per annum. With a maintenance cost at US$470 per annum, the project was appraised to
give a payback in 11 years. Installing the steering unit on vessels with higher daily fuel consumption would
produce better results.

Results of simulating the introduction of an adaptive autopilot (PT21) and an adaptive autopilot steering
unit (Uni-Adapt) on vessels of varying fuel consumption were shown graphically to project the payback period
(fig 11). The graph showed that the introduction of the adaptive system to existing conventional system offered
a much quicker payback.

Savings generated from all projects introduced to a vessel might not necessarily equate the summation
of savings generated by each individual project.

The use of benefit-cost ratios could assist greatly in the prioritising of projects but it should be seen only
as a guide. Other considerations would also contribute to decision making.
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TRAINING AND INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

Training played a very important role in safe and economical operation of the machinery and ship
systems.

It had to be noted that engineers were at present expected to operate and maintain highly rated engines,
burning extremely poor quality fuel, at optimum efficiency with reduced manning and minimum downtime.
Special skills were necessary to meet that demand. That had resulted in new training requirements and
upgrading of senior engineering personnel. In addition, no one could afford to'make mistakes on board as it
could not only be expensive but also fatal. Training could be carried out realistically by using sophisticated
simulators where one could learn from mistakes. The chance of repeating the same mistakes on board ships
would then be managed, resulting in safer and economical ships.

The Singapore Polytechnic possessed sophisticated engine and radar simulators and conducted spe-
cialised courses for sea-going officers both from the engineering and the deck departments. It was recom-
mended that the companies in ASEAN take advantage of such facilities to upgrade the skills and knowledge
level of personnel working on board.

In the absence of proper training, efforts to arrive at the fuel-efficient ship by introducing the best equip-
ment would be futile. However proper training alone could bring about the desired outcome, even in the absence
of installing new equipment.

CONCLUSION

Various fuel saving recommendations had been put through the Investment appraisal programme to
determine the economic viability of individual measures. A combination of some of the ideas were also possible
to implement in improving fuel efficiency. One important consideration was the average age of the vessels and
many of the prescribed methods were simply either not adaptable to the existing technical system or cost
effective. Many of the suggested alterations were already in practice and they should then be taken as reference
to further fuel saving consideration by those who had already championed that cause. Furthermore, the fuel
oil price fluctuations remained very much a political give and would also depend on the global economic climate
emerging in the future. It was difficult to suggest changes based on such a fluctuating oil price scenario and
that particular factor alone could continue to keep the shipowners in dilemma as to the utility of fuel-saving
measures that were recommended. The fuel-saving investment appraisal programme, would of course permit
entry of differing fuel price at any particular point in time.

Finally, four basic recommendations that all the shipowners should consider were:

(a) change-over from conventional paint system to self-polishing co-polymer provided the initial
physical roughness was not excessive; in which case, a propeller reconditioning/renewal might
be considered;
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(b) underwater propeller polishing might be considered depending on the fouling rate and the possible
intervals between subsequent polishing;

(c) operation of engines at optimum efficiency; this would definitely require correct measurement of
power and monitoring of fuel consumption with some instrumentation as suggested earlier in the

paper;

(d) further emphasis on education & training and tapping the already available potential through
regional exchange of technical expertise and sharing of resources.
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APPENDIX 1

An additional case study was carried out after the ESCAP country level workshop on Energy Savings
between April and June 1987. One of the participants mentioned work carried out on the enlargement a feeder
containership to carry an extra 100 TEUs. The conversion took 20 days.

Cost: US$0.5m plus cost of ship's time at US$4,000 x 20 days = US$80,000
Speed: Unaffected and with no increase in fuel consumption
Loan: In that case, 100% loan interest free, payable over 2 years (quarterly)
Based on a load factor of 80%, the extra contribution was US$240,000 p.a.

The computer programme generated a payback period of 2.5 years and benefit-cost ratio of 3.74, using
a discount factor of 10% and life of vessel after conversion at 15 years.

APPENDIX 2

The discounted payback method

The payback method was useful in showing how quickly the incremental benefits derived from a modi-
fication, "paid back" the initial capital invested. The rule was to accept if the payback period was within a
predetermined time, and the fastest paying-back project was most favoured.

The payback method suffered several setbacks such as:
(a) no clear guidelines on what payback cut-off rate might be;
(b) no consideration given to benefits obtained after the payback period (so modifications with slower

payback but greater benefits in the longer period may not be selected);
(c) the encouragement of short term projects at the expense of the more profitable long term ones.

The fundamental drawback that it failed to allow for the time value of money was overcome by the "dis-
counted payback".

That method survived the above criticisms primarily because of its ease of computation and compre-
hension. Further, shipowners might not want to know the investment's viability over the life of the vessel. What
was more important was how fast the investment could be recouped. That was understandable as the vessel
might not remain in his hands over its entire life and when selling the vessel the additional investment might not
necessarily command a higher price.

Net present value (NPV)

That was a discounted cash flow method of investment appraisal. It involved calculating the present
value of a project's cash flows. The criterion for accepting the modification was that the net present value should
be equal to or greater than zero.

A positive NPV indicate that the benefits derived over the life of the investment exceeded its costs. Hence
in the NPV method. ranking of projects should be prioritised from the highest positive NPV.
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Internal rate of return (IRR)

The NPV of a project was determined by discounting the project's cash flows at a given interest rate.
For the IRR method,it was necessary to find the rate of interest which equated the discounted value of a project's
cash flows (savings) tothe discounted value of the investment(costs)

i.e.
or

PV (savings) = PV (costs)
NPV = PV (savings) -PV (costs) = a

The criterion for acceptance of project was when the IRR was greater than, or equal to the cost of bor-
rowed money. The projects were ranked downwards from those offering the highest I RR.
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